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Luxury catamaran BLUE DEER is a top-tier charter yacht that is flawless by design and boasts a trifecta of bold styling, spacious living areas, and
innovative technological features. A remarkably elegant and chic 2015 Sunreef 74 sailing catamaran, she delivers supreme comfort in the most
luxurious of surroundings for divine summer sailing holidays in the Mediterranean and exceptional winter yachting getaways in the Caribbean.
Displaying an exemplary use of space with a charter-friendly layout that is thoughtful in its design, generously-sized living areas onboard BLUE
DEER are truly impressive. The picture of sleek modernism, perfectly polished interiors incorporate streamlined furnishings, rich touches of color
and stylish accents that emphasize a feeling of timeless elegance.
Stylish staterooms reflect a soothing ambiance and feature a fashion-forward design with a sophisticated urban chic color scheme accentuated by
luxe linens in bold ruby and emerald jewel-toned shades. For those traveling with friends and family, BLUE DEER offers a flexible arrangement of
accommodations for up to 10 guests in 2 double cabins and 2 twin convertible cabins that offer upper loft beds and can transition into doubles.

Moments spent out on the deck areas of charter yacht BLUE DEER are ones that are sure to be relished. Soak up sun-kissed bliss lounging on the
forward trampolines as refreshing saltwater ocean sprays cool you off or relax in the shade while taking in spectacular vistas on the flybridge. The
aft deck also beckons pure delight whether watching the sun set with an aperitif in hand or while be spoiled with gourmet delicacies expertlyprepared by your charter yacht chef.
Enticing guests to savor special moments with friends and family and enjoy life to its fullest, a private yacht charter vacation in the Caribbean or the
Mediterranean onboard the incomparable luxury catamaran BLUE DEER is guaranteed to exceed expectations from the very first welcome aboard
to the final farewell.
Length
74 Ft

Guests
10

Cabins
4

Crew
3

King
-

Queen
-

Accommodations:
Number of cabins: 4
Cabins configuration: 2 double and 2 twin convertible to double with upper loft beds
Number of guests: 10
Personal bathrooms and separate showers in each cabin.
Fully air-conditioned.

Single
-

Double
2

Twin
2

Pullman
2
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